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Hi

Hope you're well and keeping warm.

It's that time of the year... 

 

As the temperature drops, I see more and more people making up excuses not to 
exercise. It's almost like a hibernation that takes place. People become lazy and 
forget all the hard work they put in when they were at their peak. I'm not judging, 
just stating facts. I don't blame them, it's hard to get up at 6:00am to go to the 
gym and sweat it out when it's freezing cold out. 

What I can say however is that there is a price to be paid for every action we 
take. There's a saying that for every action there is an equal and opposite 
reaction. Every workout, every thing we put in our mouths, our daily routines, 
these are all causes and effects. 

Everything we think or do is a cause set in motion. Every one of our thoughts and 
actions is going to have an effect or result in our lives. Our results begin to stack 
up to take our lives in a particular direction. And for every direction there is an 
ultimate destination or destiny. 

Going to the gym is a cause set in motion, not going to the gym is a cause set in 
motion. Eating junk is a cause set in motion, eating clean is a cause set in motion. 
Taking the kids to school is a cause set in motion, not smoking is a cause set in 
motion. 

Which path and ultimate destiny do you want to take...

 



Quote of the Day

"A failure is a man who has blundered, but is not able to cash in on the 
experience."

Elbert Hubbard

Workout Structure

I had a couple of guys come up to me to ask my advice about how they would structure their 
workouts. They were bodybuilders and they didn't know which body parts to do together and on 
what days and how long for and how many sets and reps etc.

So here's my advice and whether you are a bodybuilder or someone just trying to get toned up 
or lose weight. It's very important and one of my rules of thumb that you know your own body. 
As well as be very clear what your goal is. I'm going to use myself as an example. When I was 
in full training this is what I was thinking. These days I just try and maintain my current levels 
of health and fitness.

My goal was to keep lean and put on as much muscle as I could while maintaining my fitness 
levels. My arms and legs were my weak body parts. We all have strong and weak body parts 
and I don't mean relatively speaking. I mean some body parts seem to improve at a faster rate 
than others. My chest and shoulders were my strongest body parts and everything else was 
about average. So what I did was sacrifice my stronger body parts for my weaker ones so to 
achieve a well balanced physique. This is a very hard task, because it's always nice to pump up 
and lift heavy on what you know is your best. So I trained shoulders and chest together (note: 
when training for muscle gain it's best to hit the muscle with 100% intensity - then rest). Then 
I would train arms on their own (biceps / triceps and forearms) and legs on their own (quads, 
hamstrings and calves). This way I could go hard and blast them. 

Another lesson I learnt is that certain body parts (for my physique - not everyone's - just mine) 
responded better to different reps. My chest responded best to heavy basic free weights. My 
back responded best to the major lifts like the chin, dead lift and bent over row. My arms 
responded best to higher reps and less rest in between sets and training them more frequently 
like 2 times per week instead on 1. I won't go into too much detail, but my point is, is that 
everyone is different and until you find what works for you by tracking and writing down each 
workout, you will never reach your full potential. Because every article written in every 
magazine, every DVD filmed etc. is compiled by what works for that individual. You need to 
know what works for you...don't be scared to experiment and make sure you test and 
document everything It really makes a huge difference down the track. 

That's why I created my own training diary: http://www.xfitness.com.au/onlineshop/

But even if you just use an exercise book. Something very special happens when you put pen 
to paper. 

Hope this helps...
Robbie

 

http://www.xfitness.com.au/onlineshop/


Exercise Library

 Explosive Pushup Variation

         

This exercise is a plyometric type in nature. It utilises the shoulders, chest and 
triceps as the major muscle groups and works the fast twitch fibres used for short 

bursts of 

 

News

If eating out is your thing, then let me recommend an awesome restaurant we went to a week 
back. It's called "Neptunes" at Brighton Le Sands. The ambience, the food, the service and the 

price was all great. 

http://www.xfitness.com.au/video%20files/neptunes_complete.WMV

A few of you know that I'm putting together an extreme fit ball DVD soon. I cut a short video 
trailer on some funky exercises that really work the core. It should load and play automatically.

http://www.xfitness.com.au/bio.htm

 

Chill Out with a Video Break

Short and Sweet and oh so true...

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=45mMioJ5szc

 

http://www.xfitness.com.au/video%20files/neptunes_complete.WMV
http://www.xfitness.com.au/bio.htm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=45mMioJ5szc


"Just Do It"

I hear people say to me all the time. What is the best type of cardio to do. Which machines are 
the best to use to drop weight. What time of day is the best to lose fat. Which is the best 
program to follow etc. Now these are all legitimate questions and I’d love to hang around and 
chat about the answers. But when I ask them what are you currently doing. They saying “I’m 
doing nothing at the moment”…. 

Stop It!! You’re stressing me out. 

I refuse to answer any questions by people that are not even committed to at least 1 hour of 
walking or some other sort of exercise a week. We were made by God to move each day. Yes, 
we started out as hunters and gatherers. That probably involved about 2-3 hours of exercise 
per day. I remember when I was a kid..we used to go for drain walks and build tree houses and 
play on skateboards and billy carts and run around in parks and stuff every single day. 

I believe at bare minimum the human body was supposed to do at least 1 hour of medium to 
vigorous movement each day. Not exercise per se. But movement…today because of our busy 
lifestyles with work and with Foxtel and the kids using PS2 and Xbox. We don’t get our 1 hour 
of movement each day which is normal. So we go for walks or to the gym and now we call it 
exercise. People chat about going to the gym 6 or 7 days a week as being addicted or overly 
committed. Hey, wait a minute. We are suppose to move an hour a day at least. And if we don’t 
then the gym is a good option. But don’t make it sound like it’s overdoing it or anything like 
that.. It’s friggin normal if you have an office job and don’t do much else in the way of exercise. 

“But Robbie, Bill Phillps says 20 minutes 3 days a week is the solution!”
“But Robbie, doesn’t daily cardio burn up muscle?”
“But Robbie, doesn’t weight training boost the metabolism more than aerobics?”
“But Robbie, long aerobic cardio is out – anaerobic and HITT cardio is in”

People have plenty of buts. The irony is, They spout off all these buts, and at the same time, 
they’re stuck and can’t figure out why they’re not losing those pockets of annoying body fat. 

If you want to get lean – get off your “buts” and do what it takes to get the job done, not what 
the trend of the month dictates.

I’m currently working on a fat loss and body toning system which, I believe, is going to be 
cutting edge. And produce phenomenal results. There will be no new fancy exercises or weird 
diets or shakes. Nothing but “blood and guts” effort and good old fashioned heart. Coupled with 
sensible, “real life” and individualistic food choices. 

What makes it so effective is the combinations of exercises using perfect technique and the 
efficiency of variable cardio. Add to this the “instinctive” factor which means that we listen to 
the body very closely and know it’s signals. Which includes tapering down or resting..Yes, I 
mean it..And we have a real recipe for success…stay tuned.

Robbie Out...

P.S.

To preview, download or save all past issues of this newsletter please go to this link:



http://www.xfitness.com.au/newsletter%20archive.htm

If you have any suggestions on content for this newsletter or if you are having any problems viewing it 
please email us at: rbugo@xfitness.com.au

We would love to hear from you...

Until next time,

Robbie Bugo Dip. Ex. Sc.

Certified Fitness Professional &
Body Transformation Specialist

"Dare to Dream...." 
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